
AQUANIL (Waterless Car Wash) and 
AQUANIL-X (Waterless Car Wash & Wax) 

Easy to use directions:  

1. Start with 2 clean microfiber towels.  Fold each towel in half twice before use.  This will give you 8
clean pads to carry out your cleaning operation.

2. Spray the first microfiber towel with Aquanil (X) to pre-wet, and then lightly spray the surface of
the vehicle to be cleaned. **Clean only one section of the car at a time.

3. Wipe over the section of the vehicle’s surface with the microfiber towel pre-sprayed with Aquanil
(X). Any circular or linear motion is acceptable.

Once you've applied the Aquanil (X) to that section, simply grab a clean microfiber towel and gently buff 

off leaving a brilliant, long lasting, glossy shine. 

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and removal of all CroftgateUSA 
products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 
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WASH & WAX 

CroftgateUSA's Wash & Wax cleans and builds a deep lustrous shine that can only 
be achieved by using the finest waxes and polymers in the world. This unique, 
protective coating makes water sheet off and prevents dirt adhesion to the paint 
surface.   

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Surface Condition - Guide for dosage: 

• Light to moderate road grime, dust, dirt, bugs, tar   Concentration:  Use 1
to 1-1/2 capful per gallon of water.

• Heavy coating of road grime, dirt, bugs, tar   Concentration:  Use TWO
capfuls per gallon to 2 gallons of water.

• If you are using the pump, 3-4 pumps = 1 capful

Easy to use directions: 

1. Choose dosage based on the surface conditions listed above, and add to bucket of water and stir.

2. Soak a microfiber towel in this mixture and wring out until there is no excess water dripping.

3. Use the wet towel to wash the vehicle, one panel at a time, re-wetting each time.

4. Use a dry microfiber towel to dry off each panel as you go.

For dark color, metallic or white cars, we recommend misting panel with Project-X, and wiping off with wet 
wash n wax microfiber towel. 

PROJECT-X 

CroftgateUSA’s Project-X is a depth and shine enhancer for dark-color, metallic 
and white cars.   We recommend using it on clean surfaces only, and in 
conjunction with Wash & Wax.   Mist Project-X onto the surface, and then go over 
misted area with a wet microfiber towel treated with Wash & Wax, and buff panel 
dry.   

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions:  

1. Project X should be applied to a clean surface only. Start by cleaning
your car thoroughly using one of these products:  Multi-Clean, Aquanil,
Aquanil-X, or Wash & Wax.

2. Treat the painted surface by rubbing gently to develop a deep, bright that
lasts

3. Fold a clean, dry microfiber towel 2 times.

4. Mist the towel with 2-3 sprays of Project X and the area you are working on. Do Not Over Apply!
5. Continue applying, one area at a time, until vehicle is done.



MULTI-CLEAN 

CroftgateUSA's Multi-Clean has the ability to remove heavier than normal dirt 
and film that conventional cleaners can’t touch (road debris, bugs, tar, bird 
droppings, and much more.) This product is also gentle enough to use on the 
inside of your vehicle on fabrics and carpeting to remove stains, grease, and 
dirt. Also, can be used in your home on all surfaces except glass.  

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions:  

1. Multi-Clean should be used out of direct sunlight on cool bodywork.

2. Fold each microfiber towel in half twice before use.  This will give you 8
clean pads to carry out your cleaning operation.

3. Spray the first microfiber towel with Multi-Clean to pre-wet, then lightly
spray the surface of the vehicle to be cleaned.

4. Wipe down the surface area to lift away dirt and grime.  For stubborn
stains, allow Multi-Clean to sit for 2-3 minutes before wiping away.

For carpets and upholstery: Spray directly on soiled area, and then rub gently to remove stains and dirt. 

TIRE SHINE PLUS 
 (Cleans both your Wheels, Tires and a whole bunch more) 

CROFTGATEUSA's Tire Shine is unlike any product on the market. Tire Shine 
has a sophisticated blend of emollients and gloss agents that leave your tires with a 
long lasting, satin smooth finish.  Tire Shine does not contain any petroleum 
solvents that can adversely affect the structure of the tire and leave a brown rather 
than dense black finish.  Tire Shine is safe to use on chrome, black plastic, 
dashboards, door sills and panels, convertible tops, leather and so much more. 

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions: 

1. For a Wet Shine Look:  Apply even coating of Tire Shine to tire surface.
Do not wipe in. Tire Shine will dry clear. Spray each tire evenly and walk
away!

2. For a Matte Look:  Apply even coating of Tire Shine to tire surface, then
using a clean microfiber towel, wipe around entire tire one time.

3. Spray on rims and wipe clean to remove brake dust and other debris.



QUICK-N-SLICK 

CroftgateUSA's Quick-N-Slick stays on, shining and protecting your car, allowing 
unprecedented long term shine, durability & sealant.   

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions:  

1. Quick-N-Slick should be applied to a clean surface only. Start by
cleaning your car thoroughly using one of these products:  Multi-Clean,
Aquanil, Aquanil-X, or Wash & Wax.

2. Treat the painted surface by rubbing gently to develop a deep, bright
shine and a slickness that lasts for months.

3. Fold a clean, dry microfiber towel 2 times.

4. Mist the towel with 2 sprays of Quick-N-Slick. Do Not Over Apply!

5. Continue applying, one area at a time, until vehicle is done.

THE LAST DETAIL 

Protect your vehicles reflection with CroftgateUSA's The Last Detail. Use The 
Last Detail on clean surfaces to instantly touch up your vehicles shine (paint, 
windows, mirrors, chrome, plastic and more).  

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions: 

1) To keep your car “car show ready”, we recommend using 1-2 clean dry
microfiber towels to apply.

2) Spray 2-3 mists on surface area and wipe in with a clean microfiber
towel, flip towel over and wipe off.

Remember, The Last Detail can be used on multiple surfaces.  For GLASS, 
spray 3-4 mists on glass and using a clean microfiber towel, wipe on and then flip the towel and wipe off. 



REJUVENTOR 

Croftgate’s Rejuventor brings back faded plastics, trim and protects rubber 
hoses and seals. 

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and 
removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of causing micro-
scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions: 

1. Use a small amount of product at a time to rub into the surface. For
small areas, a finger dip is perfect to rub in.  For larger areas, pour
about a quarter size onto the microfiber and rub in.  For uneven
surfaces, a sponge brush can be used to get into the cervices.

2. Wipe any excess off with a dry microfiber.

Areas of use: 

• Exterior trim, plastic, rubber bumper

• Rubber door and trunk seals

• Dash

• Door panels

• Engine hoses and rubber pieces.

Endure XXL 

CroftgateUSA's Endure XXL stays on, shining and protecting your car, with ceramic like properties and 
durability as a semi-permanent sealant for up to 6 months.   

Note:  We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application 
and removal of all CroftgateUSA products, to avoid the chances of 
causing micro-scratches on the top coat or interior surfaces. 

Easy to use directions:  

1. Endure XXL should be applied to a clean surface only. Start by
cleaning your car thoroughly using one of these products: Aquanil,
Aquanil-X, or Wash & Wax.

2. Treat the painted surface by rubbing gently to develop a deep,
bright shine and a slickness that lasts for months.

3. Fold a clean, dry microfiber towel 2 times.

4. Mist the towel with 2-4 sprays of Endure XXL. Do Not Over Apply!

5. Rub into an area and buff to a higher shine.  Continue until vehicle
is complete

6. Can be applied to any non-porous surface.

7. Boost with Quick n Slick every 30 days to maintain ceramic like properties.



The One 

The One Instructions 

Contents:  1 x 32oz The One 

Exterior (Paint, Chrome, Plastic, Rubber and Glass Surfaces): 

Step 1: As a one-time pre-moist, spray a few mists onto your clean microfiber towel and then spray 4-5 
times on the area to be cleaned.  Do a section at a time (Example; top  half of a door). 

Step 2: Wipe the surface until all product is wiped and intended surface is covered. 

Step 3: Use a second clean twice-folded microfiber towel and wipe off until a brilliant shine is seen and 
some slip is felt.  This only takes a few seconds.  Repeat above until exterior is completely cleaned, 
polished and protected. 

Wheels & Tires: Use same process as exterior. 

Interior: (for all solid surfaces) 

Spray a few mists of The One onto a twice-folded, clean microfiber towel and wipe onto any leather, 
dash, door trim and door panel.  Re-spray microfiber towel when needed.  There should be no need to 
wipe off, as there will be no excess. 



Tips and Tricks of Croftgate USA 

1. The instructions are in order of use (well as close as possible)

• Clean, Enhance, Protect, Touch-up

2. You can use Croftgate Products in full sun.

3. A little goes a long way, if you use too much product, creates more work and may cause
streaking.

4. Proper microfiber care will prevent micro marring and product streaking.

5. Last Detail is the perfect Glass Cleaner!

6. Tire Shine Plus, perfect for Convertible tops, hoses, dashes, door panels, chrome. Also refreshes
your hood mat bring it back to black in color.

7. Rejuventor will also enhance your dash and door panels besides bring back the trim.

8. Use a wet but wrung out Wash n Wax microfiber to wipe down the interior to remove dust and
whatever on all surfaces.

9. Use a wet but wrung out Wash n Wax microfiber, with Multiclean and Heavy Duty Cleaner for a
more powerful and easy way to remove bugs, road grime, tar, etc.

10. You can combine Wash n Wax and Project X to save time and get a better result (2 steps in 1)

• Spray section with Project X, wipe in with wet Wash n Wax microfiber, buff dry.

• Another way is you can pour about an ounce of Project X in your Wash n Wax bucket
and wash your vehicle.

11. You can use Croftgate USA products in your home as well. Wash n Wax your floors, Project X or
Quick n Slick your Stainless Steel, Multiclean hard surfaces, Last Detail your mirrors or shower
doors, etc.

12. Check out the website www.themadturtle.com for complete product line and extras to make your
detailing experience quick n easy!

MICROFIBER TOWELS 

We highly recommend using microfiber towels for the application and removal of all CroftgateUSA 
products.  Microfiber towels will make it easy to buff your paint to a stunning shine and/or remove 
stubborn dirt and debris from any surface. 300 GSM, 70/30 minimum. 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Every microfiber towel you receive from me is washed and preconditioned, ready 
for use.  When you wash your towels at home, we highly recommend you follow these instructions: 

1) Wash your towels alone so you don’t get any car residue (dirt/grime) on your clothes.

2) Only use a gentle detergent (Woolite, All Free & Clear, etc) and DON’T use fabric softener or
dryer sheets.

3) Wash your towels on gentle cycle using warm to hot water.

4) HANG TO DRY.  Do not put your towels in the dryer, the heat will cause static and break the tips
of the cloth which will scratch the surface.  If you must put in dryer, use a fluff or non-heat cycle
and NO dryer sheets

http://www.themadturtle.com/

